Jeromy T. Parker

905 Chartiers Ave	
Carnegie, Pa 15106
Mobile Phone: 412-735-2573
E-mail: Jtparker8484@gmail.com

Work Experience:

Eat'N'Park:                                     
Job(s): Dish Washer & Salad Bar Time Worked: 03/03/2006 to 10/14/2012

Duties entailed:

*DISH WASHER*
	* I washed and put away dishes.
	* I would also from time to time, be asked to help bus tables.
	* I also had cleaning duties, very close to that of a janitor.

*SALAD BAR*
	* I would first and foremost be in charge of keeping to buffet stocked up.
	* I would prep different food items for various positions in the store.
	* I worked with different types of food ranging from meats and fish, to vegetables.
	* I baked bread and other bakery type products.
	* I made a lot of things (food) that involved following a recipe.
	* I had cleaning duties as a Salad Bar worker that were very close to that of a janitor.

Wendy’s:
Job(s): Cashier & Cook Time Worked: 12/16/2011 to 11/03/2013, 10/15/2015 to 3/26/16

Duties entailed:

*CASHIER*
	* I took food orders from customers.
	* I handled cash (taking the total they gave me and handed them their change.)
	* I greeted the customers as they entered the building.
	* I would walk up to people and ask them about their visit.
	* I would help the elderly and handicap to their tables, or whatever else they needed.
	* I would keep the dining area nice and clean so that it has a respectable look.
	* Cleaning duties like changing trash, doing dishes or sweeping.

*COOK*
	* I would pre and make orders that showed up on the screen.
	* I would also pre make foods like salads.

Alorica, DIRECTV:
Job(s): Call Center Rep Time Worked: 10/22/2012 to 11/07/2014, 3/28/16 to 1/17/2017

Duties entailed:

	*I took calls and tried to help people clear debts and lower their billing per month.

Walmart:
Job(s): In-stock Team & Fresh Department Time Worked: 03/21/14 to 07/15/2016

Duties entailed:

	* Unpacking and stocking items that came in via shipment truck.
	* Help customers as per request and/or noticed they need help.
	* Stock and put away fruits and vegetables as they come in off the truck. Also I deal with eggs and milk as well as general help for customers. Also work in the cooler and freezer to set up and organize the products.

Pittsburgh Answering Service:
Job(s): Phone Agent Time Worked: 08/14/2016 to Current

Duties entailed:

*NORAML AGENT*
	*I answer in-coming calls for patients, doctors and nursing homes that need an on call doctor, or need to leave a message for various businesses after working hours. I also deal with housing authority calls, furnace & A/C related calls and several other types.

*TRIAGE AGENT*
	*I take calls from parents and submit a specialized ticket to TRIAGE (nurses from Children’s Hospital) for medical assistance after hours. I still do the normal agent tasks when I'm on TRIAGE, just at a smaller rate.

